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SPRAY LUBRICANTS

Excellent multi-purpose 
penetrating oil ideal for slides, 
hinges, rollers, cables, frozen 
nuts, and bolts. Prevents rust and 
corrosion. Moisture displacing 
agent works on wet ignition for 
“wet start.”

14oz Spray Bottle
LUBL0188-067

NSF H1 registered, multi-purpose, 
anti-wear fortified food machinery 
oil in an easy to apply spray can. 
For use where H1 registered oil is 
required.

12oz Spray Can
LUBL0882-063

NSF H1 registered, multi-purpose 
silicone lubricant for use on 
bottling, dairy and food processing 
machinery. Can be used for slides, 
chains, o-rings, rubber seals, and 
general lubrication.

9.5oz Spray Can
LUBL0723-063

Tough, tacky, extreme pressure 
lubricant developed for lubricating 
open gears, slides, pins, and 
other applications where adhesive 
lubricant is needed. Can also be 
used for fifth wheel applications.

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0152-063

OIL WELL IN A BOTTLE 
MULTI-PURPOSE OIL

FMO-350AW FOOD 
MACHINERY OIL

FOOD GRADE SILICONE 
LUBRICANTGEAR SHIELD EXTRA HEAVY

For nearly 150 years, Lubriplate® has strived to manufacture and deliver only the finest lubricant products possible. They ensure maximum commitment 
to the formulation, manufacturing, packaging, distribution, and storage of NSF H1 registered food grade lubricants where they are certified with a 
ISO-9001 Quality Management System with its ISO 21469 certification. This reinforces their promise to deliver lubricants exhibiting only of the highest 
quality and performance.

Eco-friendly, bio-based, 
biodegradable (Pw1) lubricating 
oil for general lubrication. 
Provides a long lasting protective 
film that prevents friction, wear, 
rust, and corrosion.

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0721-063

BIODEGRADABLE 
PENETRATING OIL

Superior, cleansing, non-gumming 
penetrating oil for wire rope, chains, 
cables, and general lubrication. 
Prevents rust and corrosion and 
protects brightwork. With the 
CO2 propellant, it is significantly 
less flammable and safe for the 
environment and workplace.
 

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0135-063

CHAIN AND CABLE FLUID 
PENETRATING OIL

Super, multi-purpose, white 
lithium-based lubricant of medium 
density. Sprays like a fluid, 
congeals to a grease. Excellent 
for latches, locks, hinges, tools, 
battery terminals, and other 
hardware.

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0034-063

SPRAY LUBE A” WHITE 
LITHIUM GREASE

NSF H1 registered, multi-purpose 
food machinery lubricant in 
handy, easy to use spray can. 
Quick and clean applications. 
Fortified with anti-wear, anti-rust, 
and anti-corrosion additives.

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0231-063

FGL-1 FOOD MACHINERY 
LUBRICANT

A specially developed product 
for metalworking operatings. 
Excellent for drilling, tapping, 
sawing, and grinding.

11oz Spray Can
LUBL0185-063

METAL WORKING FLUID


